
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diary dates: 

Non-pupil day: Monday 3rd and Tuesday 4th 

September 

 Term starts: Wednesday 5th September  

 

Half term: Monday 22nd to 26th October  

 

Term finishes: Friday 21st December 

Science 

During the first half-term, the focus will be on properties of 

materials and how they can be changed followed by work on 

light, reflection and refraction after half-term 

 

Topic 

Ancient Greece 

We will be researching: 

The timeline of Ancient Greece; its geography; the city states; lives and 

roles of women, men and children in Ancient Greece; the Greek 

military; the origin of democracy; using archaeology to investigate and 

discover evidence about the Ancient Greeks 

 

ICT:  

Multimedia and word processing 

(Plan a presentation including appropriate software, combine from a 

range of sources, organise and refine to suit purpose and audience) 

Graphics (Create digital artwork by copying/ pasting within and 

between photographs) 

Digital videos and pictures (Plan a storyboard for a video or animation. 

Create, edit and refine.) 

(Plan, create, edit and refine a song or audio book, incorporating 

imported sounds) 

 

Music:  

We will be learning the play pocket trumpets, focusing on reading music 

and cooperation for performances as well as plenty of singing. 

English 

During the first half-term, our writing will be based on the 

texts ‘The tear thief’ and ‘A drove of bullocks’. After half-

term, we will be using ‘The chronicles of Harris Burdick’ and 

‘Bethlehem’ as our core texts. As a result of these units, we 

will produce four assessed pieces of writing including two 

stories, one non-chronological report and a descriptive 

poem. 

 

Throughout all work there will be an emphasis on grammar, 

use (and spelling) of effective vocabulary and the creation of 

well-structured sentences and paragraphs. 

There will continue to be a focus on hand writing to obtain 

pen licences for fluent and well-formed hand writing (a 

requirement for the end of key stage 2) 

Art and Design 

Art and design technology:  

We will be making Greek urns depicting Greek scenes 

Building scale models of Greek buildings to create a Greek 

city 

Designing Greek fashions and printing on fabrics for a Greek 

fashion show 

 

Physical Development 

PE:  

Focusing on swimming during the second half-term followed by 

gymnastics on Monday afternoons 

Invasion games: control, movement, attack and defence, team 

tactics, team work and support – netball and football during the 

first half-term and then hockey and tag rugby for the second half-

term 
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Mathematics 

 

We will be studying, investigating and applying in the following 

areas: 

Reading numbers and recognising place value of digits up to 

millions as well as places to the right of the decimal point to 

thousandths 

Addition and subtraction of numbers, developing and using formal 

written methods of calculation 

Multiplication and division of numbers, developing and using formal 

written methods of calculation 

Understanding and using statistics 

Perimeter, area and volume of shapes 

PSED and Religious Education 

PSHE: We will be looking at rules, rights and responsibilities and 

thinking about what it is like to be me in my world.  

 

RE: This term we will be looking at the religion of Christianity and 

developing our knowledge and understanding further.  

 

French 

We will be rehearsing and learning conversational questions and 

responses for eating out in a French café culminating in le petit-

dejeuner au café-blaireau. 

Reading and acting out simple stories in French for younger classes. 


